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Artificial intelligence is the greatest opportunity since the advent of 
the internet. It will impact how we communicate with our machines 
and each other as smarter algorithms usher in new eras in 
transportation, medicine, education, entertainment and how we 
work. 

But AI has a very real engineering supply problem. Today, there are 
only about 18,000 data scientists with the expertise to build machine 
learning models at the lowest level. Only 18,000 people to build 
revolutionary technology that will play a critical role in our lives. 

We built Bonsai’s platform to put AI technology, and the opportunity 
to shape our artificially intelligent future, into the hands of every one 
of the world’s 18 million developers. Whether you’re a professional 
programmer at a major enterprise or a hacker in your dorm, now 
every single developer can easily build and deploy machine learning 
models at a higher level. 

The following paper highlights exactly how our platform works and 
how this entirely new approach will allow every developer on the 
planet to join the AI revolution. Learn more at bons.ai and join us in 
making AI for everyone. 

 

 

 

- Mark Hammond & Keen Browne

http://bons.ai/
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Introduction 
AI technology will affect all of our lives profoundly over the years and decades to come. Not long ago we 
were blown away that an automated voice on the other end of a phone call could differentiate between 
'yes' and 'no'. Now digital voice assistants and self-driving cars are becoming commonplace. 

Artificial Intelligence has the potential to disrupt and revolutionize every industry in the same way the 
internet has. However, despite exciting headlines like AlphaGo besting one of the world's top Go players 
– a seminal AI challenge that many predicted wouldn't occur for years, if not decades – we're in the 'pre-
Netscape' stage of AI. 

Unfortunately, there is a supply problem around the number of individuals capable of building AI 
solutions relative to the organizations that demand it. While there are on the order of 18.5 million 
software developers1, the number of data scientists and qualified AI experts is on the order of 18,0002. 
What is needed are tools and technologies that make building AIs possible by all developers. 

Bonsai has the solution. Our product, Bonsai BRAIN, provides the following: 

• Abstractions designed to express how a solution can be taught rather than calculated. 
• A cloud-hosted platform-as-a-service (our BRAIN Server) that manages all of the complexities 

inherent to training AI. 
• World class developer tools, notably the Inkling programming language and Mastermind IDE, 

engineered specifically to aid in the development of trained AI. 

With Bonsai BRAIN, any software developer will be able to leverage their specific domain knowledge to 
build AI solutions regardless of their AI expertise. 

Teaching a Solution 
At the core of Bonsai BRAIN is a focus on expressing the solution to a problem in terms of how to teach 
it, as opposed to how to calculate it. This approach is a natural fit for building AIs as it is often easier to 
express a solution by how to teach it rather than how to calculate it. Specifically, a teaching-oriented 
approach only requires the user to provide feedback on trained system correctness (i.e. how 'good' of an 
answer or result the system provides as judged by the user's knowledge of their problem domain), 
whereas a calculation-oriented approach requires full knowledge of how learning systems and statistical 
methods work. 

Foundational Primitives 
Bonsai enables a teaching-oriented approach by providing a set of foundational primitives that can be 
used to represent AI without specifying how the AI is created. These primitives are: 

• Concepts and Mental Models. A Concept is something that can be learned. Once learned it can 
provide intelligent output. Concepts can receive input data from other Concepts and Simulators, 
and send output data to other Concepts or a final result. A concept can be used in isolation, but 
it is typically more useful to construct a hierarchy of related concepts, beginning with relatively 

                                                           
1 http://www.infoq.com/news/2014/01/IDC-software-developers 
2 https://rjmetrics.com/resources/reports/the-state-of-data-science 



 

simple concepts and building to more complex concepts. We use the term Mental Model to 
describe a set of hierarchically-structured concepts. 

• Curricula and Lessons. A Curriculum is used to teach a Concept. To do this, the user needs to 
provide data to train the Concept and tell the BRAIN Server whether the system's understanding 
of the Concept is correct or not. This is analogous to a teacher assigning readings from a book to 
a student and subsequently testing the student on the contents of the book. The ways in which 
this data is presented is broken into individual components called Lessons. In the book analogy, 
Lessons could be individual chapters in the book. Lessons allow the concept to learn bit-by-bit, 
rather than all at once. 

These primitives are formalized in Inkling, a programming language we've created specifically to make 
writing teaching-oriented solutions easier. Further details on Inkling are presented later in this 
document. 

Runtime Platform 
Bonsai's Basic Recurrent Artificial Intelligence Network, or BRAIN for short, is a platform-as-a-service 
that uses Inkling code to produce AI solutions. It contains implementations of many learning algorithms, 
has logic for picking learning algorithms and guiding training, and is built with an infrastructure that 
supports streaming data efficiently through the system. In short, BRAIN computes the learned solution 
as described through Inkling. 

The Inkling-BRAIN relationship is quite similar to that between the SQL language and Relational 
Database Servers. SQL programs don't give instructions for things like how data should be stored on 
disk, which in-memory data structures should be used for optimal reads and writes, etc. SQL programs 
are only concerned with specifying queries, updates, table modifications, etc., while the underlying 
Relational Database Server handles all of the implementation details. Very few software developers 
have the technical expertise to write a relational database server on par with the popular ones of today 
(MySQL, Postgres, etc.), but virtually all software developers can write SQL code to leverage the power 
of a relational database server. Similarly, all software developers can build sophisticated AI by coding in 
Inkling and running on BRAIN. 

Building a BRAIN 
Bonsai provides an integrated set of tools, including an IDE, a new programming language, a platform for 
running a BRAIN server, and support for integrating simulators, that together are a complete solution for 
building AIs. We'll demonstrate a typical workflow by building a BRAIN for the classic AI demo of 
recognizing handwritten digits from the MNIST dataset. 

Design 
The first step towards building a BRAIN is to model a problem with a Mental Model and construct 
Curricula for training. 

Mental Model 
Our example Mental Model for MNIST digit recognition will certainly contain a Concept for 'classify a 
28x28 grayscale image as a digit 0-9', or Digit as it is shown in Inkling code later. A Mental Model 
consisting solely of Digit would be sufficient to train a BRAIN for MNIST digit recognition, but we'll add 
two more components to demonstrate some of the additional capabilities provided by a BRAIN.  



 

First, we'll add a second Concept for 'classify a 28x28 grayscale image as having an integer number of 
line segments in it', or Segments. This will serve as an additional input to Digit. The addition of this 
upstream concept has a couple of benefits: 

1. Having more upstream Concepts in a Mental Model results in downstream Concepts having 
more information to train with. In this case, with the addition of Segments, Digit will 
receive the raw 28x28 image plus the number of line segments in that 28x28 image. Clearly the 
training of a Concept will benefit from the additional line segment information. 

2. As will be discussed in the Curricula section below, Segments will be trained with generated 
data. Once Segments trained and specified to feed into Digit, the input training data will be 
more informative to Digit and thus the training of Digit will require less data (and by 
extension will take less time to train) with a trained Segments Concept than without. 

Second, we'll add a stream transform that takes as input a 28x28 grayscale image and transforms the 
input into a float between 0.0 and 1.0 that represents a 'curviness' factor of the image, or Curviness. 
This curviness factor will also be an input to Digit. A stream transform like this brings the same kinds 
of benefits as training simpler upstream Concepts: 

1. Stream transforms provide additional information for downstream Concepts to train with. 
2. Stream transforms reduce the amount of training data the user must bring in order to train 

downstream concepts. 

Stream transforms enable the user to supplement training with calculated results. Users that are used to 
employing such techniques will find that they can continue to use them in conjunction with Concept 
training.  

 

 

 

Figure 1: The complete Mental Model, consisting of the input, two connected 
concepts, a stream transform, and a resulting output classifier. 

 

Curricula 
With a Mental Model in place, the next step is to create a Curriculum for each of the two concepts. 
Formalizing the details of these Curricula will be covered later in this document. For now, we'll cover the 
high level needs of each – the data input for training and the means of evaluating how well the concept 
is trained. 



 

The Curriculum for Digit, or digit_curriculum as you'll see it named later in code, is 
straightforward: The data for training is the MNIST data set, and the evaluation of how well the Concept 
is trained will be implemented with a simple linear distance function (the absolute value difference 
between the correct 'label' value and value output by the Concept). For this example, the curriculum will 
contain only one Lesson, which trains the Concept with 80% of the data and tests with the remaining 
20%. 

The Curriculum for Segments, or segments_curriculum, is slightly different from 
digit_curriculum. It uses the same means of evaluating how well the Concept is trained, but can't 
use the MNIST dataset because the dataset is labeled only for the drawn digit, not the number of line 
segments in the image. Instead we'll use a Generator to programmatically generate 28x28 grayscale 
images, each with a random (but known) number of line segments drawn on them. As with 
digit_curriculum, segments_curriculum will contain a single lesson. Note, however, that 
there is no need to split the dataset into test and train buckets (as was needed for digit_curriculum). 
Since the images provided to segments_curriculum are generated programmatically, the amount 
of training data is effectively infinite. Generators, and other means of programmatically producing data 
for training, are discussed in detail later in the document. 

Compilation and Submission to BRAIN 
Once the Mental Model and Curricula have been coded in Inkling, the code can be compiled and sent to 
the BRAIN server for training. Mastermind will handle these steps, as well as other ancillary steps like 
registering the line segments Generator with the BRAIN server, together with a single command. 
However, each tool – the Inkling compiler, the BRAIN server interface, etc. - can be used in a standalone 
manner, so if the author prefers to manually invoke the Inkling compiler, manually perform the API call 
to upload the compiled Inkling to the BRAIN server, etc., they have the flexibility and freedom to do so. 

Train and Debug 
Training is initiated with an explicit command from the user to begin training. In order for training to 
proceed the user needs to have already submitted compiled Inkling code and registered all Simulators (if 
any are to be used) with the BRAIN Server. 

Algorithm Selection 
The first step the BRAIN Server will take is to pick an appropriate learning algorithm to train the Mental 
Model. This is a critical step in training AI, and is one that those without AI expertise can't perform 
without expert guidance. The BRAIN Server has knowledge of many of the available learning algorithms 
and has a set of heuristics for picking an appropriate algorithm as well as an initial configuration to train 
from. 

For example, if the BRAIN Server were to pick Deep Q-Learning for training a Mental Model, it would 
also need to pick an appropriate topology, hyper-parameters, and initial weight values. A benefit of 
having the heuristics available to be used programmatically is that the BRAIN server is not limited to a 
single choice; it can select any number of possible algorithms, topologies, etc., train all of them in 
parallel, and pick the best result. The only limit is the amount of computing resources the user wants to 
throw at the problem. Lastly, the process of picking an appropriate algorithm, etc., is itself a BRAIN that 
Bonsai has trained (and will continue to train), meaning Bonsai BRAIN will get better at building BRAINs 
each time a new one is built. 



 

Guiding Training 
Once an algorithm is chosen, the BRAIN Server will proceed with training the BRAIN's Mental Model via 
the Curricula. The BRAIN Server manages all of the data streaming, data storage, efficient allocation of 
hardware resources, choosing when to train each Concept, how much (or little) to train a Concept given 
its relevance within the Mental Model (i.e. dealing with the common problems of overfitting and 
underfitting), and generally is responsible for producing a trained BRAIN based on the given Mental 
Model and Curricula. As is the case with picking an appropriate learning algorithm, guiding training – 
notably avoiding overfitting and underfitting – to produce an accurate AI solution is a task that requires 
knowledge and experience in training AIs, and the BRAIN server has an encoded set of heuristics manage 
this without user involvement. Similarly, the process of guiding training is also a BRAIN that Bonsai has 
trained that will only get smarter with each BRAIN it trains. 

Bonsai's Mastermind IDE provides a set of GUI diagnostic tools to assist with understanding how training 
is proceeding. If the user needs to inspect the trained state of the BRAIN beyond what the diagnostic 
tools provide, the BRAIN Server supports the pausing of training, either manually or by specifying a 
breakpoint, in order to inspect the state of training (what concept is being trained, what data is being 
used to train, etc). Similar to the process of compiling Inkling and sending the result to the BRAIN Server, 
Mastermind provides an integrated solution that will be sufficient for most, but the raw data behind the 
diagnostic tools is also available through BRAIN Server APIs for developers that have custom needs or 
simply want to create their own tools. 

Deploy and Use 
Once a BRAIN has been sufficiently trained, it can be deployed such that it can be used by the user's 
production application. The interface for using a deployed BRAIN is simple: the user submits data (of the 
same type as the BRAIN was trained with) to a BRAIN Server API and receives the BRAIN's evaluation of 
that data. 

As a practical example of how to use a deployed BRAIN we'll return to the example of a BRAIN built to 
recognize handwritten digits from the MNIST dataset. A hypothetical app would produce an image 
containing a handwritten digit, perhaps directly through a touch-based interface or indirectly by 
scanning a piece of paper with a digit written on it. This image would need to be downsampled to a 
resolution of 28x28 and converted to grayscale, as this is the input schema used to train the BRAIN. 
When submitted to the BRAIN Server through its API, the BRAIN would take the image as input and 
output a one-dimensional array of length 10 (whereby each array item represents the probability, as 
judged by the BRAIN, that the image is a digit corresponding to the index). This array would be the value 
returned to the user from the API, which the user would use as needed.  

Though we've presented a linear approach to building a BRAIN, the Author-Train-Deploy workflow does 
not have to treated as a waterfall process. If the user decides further refinement of their BRAIN is 
needed, be it through additional training with existing data, additional training with new, supplemental 
data, or additional training with modified version of the Mental Model or Curricula, the BRAIN Server 
supports versioning of BRAINs so that the user can preserve (and possibly revert to) the current state of 
a BRAIN while refining the trained state of the BRAIN until a new, more satisfactory state is reached. 



 

Inkling 
Inkling is a new programming language created by Bonsai to support the creation of BRAINs. It's a 
declarative, dataflow language with primitives for Streams, Concepts, Curricula, Lessons, and other 
BRAIN components that are needed to build a learning system. 

Building teaching-oriented programs is a new and unique proposition, and we felt that users deserved a 
language uniquely suited to the job. Here are some of the advantages inherent in using Inkling instead of 
a hypothetical API for commonly-used languages: 

• Expressiveness. Inkling syntax is designed specifically to represent programs that run on a 
BRAIN Server. Its statements are as simple as possible, and don't have the cruft of other general 
purpose languages. This also means that Inkling code tends to be quite small relative to the 
instructions being represented. 

• Abstraction from underlying AI algorithms and techniques. By having no references or coupling 
to a particular algorithm, Inkling code is effectively future proof against outdated AI approaches. 
If a new, revolutionary approach to building learning systems is revealed tomorrow, Bonsai can 
incorporate that to into the BRAIN Server and a Mental Model can be retrained with no changes 
to the Inkling code. 

Inkling's syntax, and the resulting program, is inspired by many existing languages and DSLs: SQL, as its 
database analog; LINQ, for its query expression syntax; Python, for overall look. Inkling code should look 
familiar, but it has a number of nuances and unique elements. We briefly cover some of the highlights 
here, continuing the use of the MNIST BRAIN introduced earlier, and provide in Appendix A full source 
code for the Inkling program for the MNIST BRAIN.  

Hello World 
A new programming language is traditionally introduced with a bare bones 'hello word' implementation. 
Here is such with Inkling: 

stream HelloWorld 
from 
  trigger in input(()) 
select 
  "Hello World" 
=> 
  output 
 

This code declares a stream called HelloWorld, and with LINQ-style syntax processes the input stream by 
discarding the input and selecting the constant string "Hello World" into the output stream. 

Streams 
The Stream keyword, as seen in the Hello World example, declares a functional transformation of data. 
Data flows into a stream node, is processed, and is then sent to later nodes in the BRAIN (or to the 
output). Any valid LINQ statement can be declared, which means that a stream node can operate 
directly on: 

• Input data 



 

• Data from other stream nodes 
• Data from concept nodes 
• Data from data stores 
• Literals 
• built in functions (for example to return random data, or sequence data). 

The from and into clauses are used to construct the directed graph of streams and concepts. The select 
clause defines the transform performed with the input data. 

Concepts 
The Concept keyword declares an abstract Concept for the system to learn. 

concept Digit : MNIST_output  
  is classifier  
  follows Curvature, Segments, input(MNIST_input)  
  feeds output  
 
The follows and feeds keywords establish connectivity in the BRAIN directed graph in the same way that 
the from keyword and => operator do in stream declarations. The is keyword specifies the overall class 
of concept that is being modeled. 

Schemas 
The schema keyword declares a set of named types that can be used throughout the system.  For 
example, they can be used in stream declarations for specifying expected types, or in data declarations 
to establish a persistent data store. 

For example: 

schema MNIST_training_data_schema  
(  
  UInt8 label,  
  Luminance (28, 28) image  
)  
 
In addition to common basic data types, native data types exist for working with common media 
formats (e.g. images, audio recordings, etcetera). For example, the Luminance data type declares a 
grayscale image of specified dimensions where the values are floats between 0 (black) and 1 (white).  
These native data types enable the BRAIN server runtime to more intelligently select appropriate 
learning algorithms suited to the data being utilized. 

Curricula and Lessons 
The curriculum keyword declares a set of lessons, each declared by the lesson keyword, used to teach a 
concept: 

curriculum digit_curriculum  
  train Digit  
  with data objective equality  
  
  training_data, test_data = split(MNIST_data, 0.8, shuffle=True)  
  



 

  lesson digits  
    from item in training_data  
      select item  
      send image  
      expect label  
    test from item in test_data  
      select item  
      send image  
      expect label  
end 
 
The train keyword indicates which concept this curriculum trains, the with keyword specifies which 
simulation should be used with this curriculum, and the objective keyword specifies the objective 
function used to evaluate the learning system’s performance. 

Developer tools 
We've created an IDE, Mastermind, that provides an integrated environment for all aspects of 
development. 

• Project Management. Mastermind includes support for project creation (including project 
templates for common machine learning tasks), file management, Inkling toolchain integration, 
and other features that should be expected of any IDE worth working in. 

• Authoring. In addition to Inkling syntax highlighting, auto-completion, and other common text 
editing features, Mastermind supports visual authoring of mental models (visualized as a 
directed graph of concepts) and curricula (visualized as a directed graph of lessons within each 
curriculum), as well as a LINQ query builder for more complicated queries than those shown 
here. 

• BRAIN integration. Inkling is tightly coupled to the BRAIN Server its program runs on, and 
Mastermind is the key to bridging the gap between source code on your local machine and an 
Inkling program executing on a BRAIN Server. Initiating training, pausing or stopping training, 
and deploying a trained model to be available for use in a production environment are all 
available as one-button operations. (That being said, the user still has the option and flexibility 
to work directly with the underlying toolchain components, so a text editor + inkling compiler + 
curl workflow is equally supported). 

• Visual debugging. Debugging an Inkling program running on a BRAIN Server is a different kind of 
problem than typically experienced with other programming languages. Since Inkling only 
specifies what should be computed (a trained system) without specifying how, stepping through 
instructions is not particularly useful. Instead the user will need to receive feedback on the 
progress of training, and have the ability to pause training and inspect the learned state of the 
system as needed. Mastermind benefits from its tight integration with the BRAIN Server by 
being able to receive relevant metrics in real time and display them in a way that makes it 
possible to determine whether training is converging to an acceptable state. 



 

 

Figure 2: Using the Mastermind IDE to author Inkling code. 

 



 

 
Figure 3: Using the Mastermind IDE to monitor training progress. 

Training with Generators and Simulators 
A common limiting factor in the ability to train a learned system is lacking data to train with. Sometimes 
data is difficult to label. Sometimes data generation has to be done in tandem with training (such as the 
case where a simulator requires input from the learned system before it can proceed). In support of this 
reality, Inkling and BRAIN have first class support for training a support for training a system with 
Generators and Simulators. 

Generators and Simulators are similar means to the same end but two different cases for how data can 
be produced. Generators produce labeled data programmatically, while Simulators tend to be complex, 
interactive environments with state. An example of the former would be the generation of images 
containing a random number of line segments (as discussed earlier and shown in the example in 
Appendix A) to train a simple BRAIN model to recognize the number of line segments in an image.  An 
example of the later would be the use of a flight simulator to train an auto-pilot BRAIN model. 

Users are able to author both using a native language of their choice (provided a client library exists for 
that specific language). Authoring can be as simple as importing the appropriate Bonsai libraries and 



 

providing data to the appropriate hooks. It is entirely within control of the user how much of the 
Generator or Simulator they can and should write. In the case of line segment generation, it will likely be 
easiest to code everything. However, in the case of training a BRAIN model to auto-pilot a flight 
simulator, it will probably be preferable to integrate with an existing flight simulator. 

An additional benefit of having simulations as a tool comes from scenarios where a concept can more 
easily be expressed in terms of how to teach it versus how to calculate it.  Line segmentation is a good 
example. Writing an algorithm that calculates from an image how many lines are present is non-trivial; 
however, the inverse is quite simple – writing a program that draws an image with a specified number of 
line segments in it is very easy. With a simulation based approach, you can write that code, and let the 
system learn how to do the harder calculation. 

System Libraries 
In addition to the core language features, Inkling comes with system libraries with implementations of 
common constructs. In most languages, the bundled system libraries are implementations of algorithms 
and data structures. For Inkling, the system libraries are pre-trained Concepts. For example, in NLP, a 
task like tagging verbs, nouns, and adjectives in a sentence  is a fundamental building block that will be 
used by many. Rather than have each Inkling developer train their own PartOfSpeech Concept, 
Inkling comes with such a Concept in its system libraries, as well as many more that will help users build 
solutions faster. 

AI for everyone 
Bonsai's development platform allows all developers to build sophisticated AI solutions regardless of 
their level of statistics, machine learning, or artificial intelligence knowledge. We believe AI should be 
accessible to any developer, entrepreneur, or industry expert with a great idea, and inkling, BRAIN 
servers, and developer tools like Mastermind make that happen. 

  



 

Appendix A: MNIST with Inkling 
mnist.ink 
from utils import split  
import opencv2  
  
schema MNIST_training_data_schema  
(  
  UInt8 label,  
  Luminance (28, 28) image  
)  
  
schema MNIST_input  
(  
  Luminance(28, 28) image  
)  
  
schema MNIST_output  
(  
  UInt8 label  
)  
  
data MNIST_data(MNIST_training_data_schema)  
  
copy "mnist-training.csv" into MNIST_data with format="csv"  
  
concept Digit : MNIST_output  
  is classifier  
  follows Curvature, Segments, input(MNIST_input)  
  feeds output  
  
concept Segments : UInt32  
  is estimator  
  follows input(MNIST_input)  
  
stream Curvature  
  from item in input(MNIST_input)  
    select count(  
      opencv2.HoughCircles(  
        opencv2.medianBlur(item.image, 5),  
        opencv2.HOUGH_GRADIENT,  
        1,  
        20,  
        param1=50,  
        param2=30,  
        minRadius=0,  
        maxRadius=0))  
  
curriculum digit_curriculum  
  train Digit  
  with data objective equality  
  
  training_data, test_data = split(MNIST_data, 0.8, shuffle=True)  
  
  lesson digits  



 

    from item in training_data  
      select item  
      send image  
      expect label  
    test from item in test_data  
      select item  
      send image  
      expect label  
end  

curriculum segments_curriculum  
  train Segments  
  with generator segments_generator(Int32 segmentCount)   
  objective segments_objective  
  
  lesson segments  
    select Int32{0:10} => segments_generator  
end 

line_segments_generator.py 
from random import randint 
 
from PIL import Image, ImageDraw, ImageFilter 
 
from bonsai import BrainServerConnection, Generator 
 
DEFAULT_WIDTH = 28 
DEFAULT_HEIGHT = 28 
 
 
def pil_luminance_image_to_floats(image): 
    """ 
    This function converts the pixels of the input PIL image into a 
    list of floats of the range 0 to 1.0. It is designed to work on PIL 
    images with mode 'L'. Behavior is undefined for images with other 
    modes. 
    """ 
    return [x / 255 for x in image.tobytes()] 
 
 
def create_image(self, num_segments): 
    """ 
    This function creates a white image and draws a specified number of 
    black line segments on it. 
    """ 
    im = Image.new('L', (DEFAULT_WIDTH, DEFAULT_HEIGHT), 255) 
    draw = ImageDraw.Draw(im) 
 
    for _ in range(num_segments): 
        xy = [randint(0, DEFAULT_WIDTH - 1), 
              randint(0, DEFAULT_HEIGHT - 1), 
              randint(0, DEFAULT_WIDTH - 1), 
              randint(0, DEFAULT_HEIGHT - 1)] 
        draw.line(xy, fill=0) 
 



 

    return im 
 
 
class LineSegmentsImageGenerator(Generator): 
    """ 
    This class implements a bonsai Generator that generates an image 
    with a random number of line segments drawn onto it. This Generator 
    is use to train the `Segments` concept. 
    """ 
 
    def next_data(self): 
        num_segments = randint(0, 9) 
        image = self.create_image(num_segments) 
        pixel_list = pil_luminance_image_to_floats(image) 
        return { 
            "label": num_segments, 
            "image": { 
                "width": DEFAULT_WIDTH, 
                "height": DEFAULT_HEIGHT, 
                "pixels": pack('%sf' % len(pixel_list), pixel_list)}} 
 
 
def main(): 
    # Create the generator. 
    generator = LineSegmentsImageGenerator() 
 
    # Create a connection to the BRAIN server. 
    server = bonsai.BrainServerConnection() 
 
    # Registering this simulator with the BRAIN server allows the server 
    # to associate this generator with the `segments_generator` referenced 
    # in the `segments_curriculum` curriculum in the Inkling code. 
    server.register_simulator("segments_generator", generator) 
 
    # Calling this method yields control to the parent `brain.Generator` 
    # class, which will perform all communication with the BRAIN server 
    # including calling `next_data` to generate data for training. 
    server.wait_for_training_finished() 
 
 
if __name__ == "__main__": 
    main() 
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